Abstract. Certain pairs of Runge-Kutta methods may be used additively to solve a system of n differential equations x' = J(t)x + g(t, x). Pairs of methods, of order p < 4, where one method is semiexplicit and /(-stable and the other method is explicit, are obtained. These methods require the LU factorization of one n X n matrix, and p evaluations of g, in each step. It is shown that such methods have a stability property which is similar to a stability property of perturbed linear differential equations.
1. Introduction. In a recent article [2] the authors showed that certain pairs of methods may be used in an additive fashion to solve an initial value problem for a system of n differential equations x'=f(t,x),
x(a) = x0, a<t<b,
where, for a particular step length h, a given additive method is associated with a sequence of decompositions {/ = /,(m)+/2<m)}.
In this article we consider the case where {f\m)} is a sequence of linear mappings so that (1.1) f(t,x)=ßm)(t)x + g(m\t,x), m= 1,2,3,..., and, in particular, it is assumed that, for some norm on R", ||g<m)(i, u) -g(m)(t, e)|| < L\\u -»|| V«, o6R",iE/, for m = 1,2,3,..., where [a, b] is contained in the open interval /. It is also supposed that each element of {J(m)} and {g(m)} is continuous on /. Other assumptions, which are needed to obtain order conditions for additive methods, are detailed in the previous article [2] .
The aim is to obtain additive methods suitable for solving stiff systems of differential equations. Although / may be given directly in the form (1.1), it is necessary to choose the sequence of decompositions so that the Lipschitz constant L is small. Usually {J(m)} is chosen as an approximation to the Jacobian of/evaluated at some sequence of computed values. The elements of {/(m)} are often chosen to be independent of t. We consider pairs of Runge-Kutta methods where one method, which is .4-stable and semiexplicit, is applied to the linear (stiff) part of the decompositions. The other method, which is explicit, is applied to the nonlinear part.
In the previous article [2] the authors gave a few examples of low order additive methods of this type.
An additive method consists of a pair of methods, an i A, Bx) method and an i A, B2) method, of the type described by Butcher [1] , and is represented by the triple of real s X s matrices i A, Bx, B2 for / = 1,2,... ,s and m -1,2,3,_The consistency vector c defines the points at which the method gives approximations to the solution of the initial value problem, and the order vector p gives the order of convergence of each stage. That is, suppose the numerical integration is over the finite interval [a, b] , and let tm = a + mh, m = 0,1,... ,M, where tM = b. Then there are constants K, C and H such that, for h<H, ym)-x(tm_x + hcl)\\<Khp', i=l,2,...,s,m= 1,2,.."M, provided that \\y$0) -x0\\ < Chp\ It is supposed that cs = 1 and the (scalar) order is defined to be p = ps, which corresponds with the conventional definition of order of a Runge-Kutta method.
We are concerned with linearly implicit methods where Bx is a lower triangular matrix and B2 is a strictly lower triangular matrix. That is, the i A, Bx) method is a semiexplicit Runge-Kutta method, and the i A, B2) method is explicit. Since the iA, Bx) method is to be ,4-stable, at least one diagonal element of Bx must be nonzero and, in particular, the possibility bss =£ 0 is allowed. On the other hand, ( 1.2) implies that bxx = 0. For a linearly implicit methody\m) -y^m X) and y¡m) = jT"" + h 2 bijJ^K^-i + hcj)yjm) + h 2 ß,ß(m){tm_x + hcp y}mX), 7=1 7=1 for i = 2,3,...,s and m = 1,2,3,_At most s -1 evaluations of g<m> are needed in step m. Suppose that the nonzero diagonal elements of Bx are equal and that the elements of c, which correspond to these nonzero elements, are equal also. Then each step requires the LU factorization of one n X n matrix of the form
and it is not necessary to evaluate /(m) at other points since
Nevertheless, it is usually more efficient to employ decompositions where the linear terms are independent of t because then there is a gain in efficiency when the same decomposition is used in successive steps.
In the next section we give a number of linearly implicit i A, Bx, B2) methods of Runge-Kutta type, where the i A, Bx) method is A -stable. Such methods can be obtained with ps = s -1 where s < 4. When ps = 4, it is necessary to choose s = 6 but only four evaluations of {g(m)} are required.
In the third section we establish a stability result for such methods applied to perturbed linear systems of differential equations. Consider the initial value problem
where the eigenvalues of J have negative real parts and where II git, u)\\ = o(ll«ll). That is, it is assumed that ||g(/,«)||<*(ll«ll)ll«ll Vi/GR",r>a, where $ is continuous and <¡>(0) = 0. It is known [5, p. 274] that there is an e > 0 such that if ||x0|| < e, then ||x(?)ll has limit zero. Now consider a linear implicit i A, Bx, B2) method of Runge-Kutta type where the i A, Bx) method is A -stable. Suppose that this method is used, with a fixed step length h, to integrate the initial value problem on [a, oo), where the given decomposition is used throughout the numerical integration. For an arbitrary y$0) the method gives a sequence [y^m)], and it is shown that there is a 8 > 0 such that if II y$0) II < 5, then the sequence {11 y^m) \\ ) has limit zero. One problem with this result is that it is difficult to assess the effect of a perturbation. Another problem is that the result applies to a single decomposition where the linear part remains constant for the entire numerical integration. Numerical results indicate that the methods are satisfactory for much more general sequences of decompositions. The aim is to obtain linearly implicit i A, Bx, B2) methods of Runge-Kutta type, where the i A, Bx) method is A -stable. Since the i A, B2) method is a conventional j-1 stage explicit Runge-Kutta method, the order of such an additive method cannot exceed s -1. If 5 > 5, the other cannot exceed s -2. The conditions for the additive method to be of order p «£ s -1 must be satisfied together with conditions for A -stability.
Necessary and sufficient conditions for a semiexplicit Runge-Kutta method to be /1-stable have been given by the authors [3] and by Norsett [6] . We give these conditions for an i A, Bx) semiexplicit Runge-Kutta method, where at least one diagonal element of Bx is zero, in terms of parameters a0, a,, a2,..., and ß0, ßx, where it is the integral part of p/2 + 1 and the asterisk denotes that the terms with j = r are halved. Some low order cases are considered now. In these cases p = s -1 so that a0,ax,a2,... are completely determined by the diagonal elements of Bx. These elements are chosen so that the ^-stability conditions are satisfied. The remaining elements of Bx and B2 are obtained by satisfying the order conditions. These methods require just four evaluations of {g(m)} and, in this respect, are comparable with explicit Runge-Kutta methods of order four. Each step requires the LU factorization of one n X n matrix.
3. A Stability Property. In this section we establish a stability result for linearly implicit i A, Bx, B2) methods of Runge-Kutta type, where the i A, Bx) method is A -stable. It is likely that the result holds also when the methods are not linearly implicit.
The result deals with the behavior of a method when applied to a stable linear perturbed system of differential equations. Let x be the particular solution of the system and, in particular, it has to be shown that \\A X /(/ -hBx X J)~x\\ < a < 1 for some norm. This is equivalent to showing that the spectral radius satisfies p[a X/(/ To this end, suppose that the i A, Bx) method is applied to the scalar initial value problem x' = Xx, x(0) = 1, where X is a constant. Since N = s, the method gives AY{m) = Ait -hXBx)~xAY{m~X), m =1,2,3,..., forafixed positive step length h. Since the method is /1-stable, p[yl(7 -hXBx)~x] < 1 for any X with Re X < 0.
hBx XJ) '] < 1.
The result is now obtained by transforming A X /(/ -hBx X J)~x. There is a permutation matrix P, depending only on s and n, such that PTB X JP = J X B for an arbitrary s X s matrix B and an arbitrary n X n matrix /. For given J there is a unitary matrix S such that SHJS = T a triangular matrix. Thus it has to be shown that p[M] < 1, where M = PTI X SH A X 1(1 -hBx X J)~l f X S P = Í X A(f -hT X Bxy\ Since M is block triangular and each diagonal block has the form Ail -hXBx)"' with X £ X[J], it follows that p[M] < 1.
(ii) For fixed t let U be defined as a function of Ys by U= Ys + hBx XJU+hB2XJGit,U).
It has to be shown that II G(r, U)\\ = oi\\Ys\\) for any norm but, since norms on Râ re equivalent, it suffices to show this for the particular norm \\U\\ = max ||u,||. then the sequence ( || Y}m) \\} is strictly decreasing and has limit zero. This result has no direct practical application in the sense that it cannot be used to measure the effect of a perturbation. This is so even though the condition ||g(r, w)|| = o(||u||) may be replaced by the conditions ||g(r, w)|| < ¿Hull and h < H. (This implies that the numerical solution may be bounded when the solution of the differential system is unbounded.) More importantly, the theorem assumes the use of a single decomposition where the linear part remains constant throughout. It seems to be difficult to obtain a similar result for a system of the form x' = Jit)x + git, x).
As before, if the trivial solution of u' = /(?)« is exponentially stable and II git, u)\\ = o(||u||), then the trivial solution of u' = Jit)u + git, u) is exponentially stable. However, the stability property can no longer be characterized by simple conditions on the spectrum of Jit). Nevertheless, the theorem suggests that additive methods have a role to play in the solution of stiff problems. 4 . Numerical Results. Some numerical results are given to illustrate that the additive methods, obtained in this article, are stable in quite general situations. The results indicate that these methods may give competitive procedures for solving stiff problems.
We give results for only one method, the additive Runge-Kutta method represented by the array A number of comparisons have been made with semiexplicit Runge-Kutta methods. These methods require the use of a modified Newton iteration where, in each step, the Jacobian is kept constant throughout the iteration. For both types of method, the Jacobian was evaluated at the start of each step. When only one iteration per step is used the semiexplicit methods require about the same amount of
